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Introduction

Thermophysical Unit Definitions

• Ongoing study to identify the thermophysical properties of the best-preserved craters on Mars as a
baseline for understanding impact and modification processes [1,2].
• Maps are generated using quantitative thermal inertia (TI) mosaics and daytime infrared data from the
THEMIS instrument on Mars Odyssey using ENVI and ArcGIS (see Figure 1).
• Initial work focused on “best-preserved” craters, based on characteristics such as pitted materials, large
depth/Diameter ratio, and visible thermophysical signature.
• Additional mapping expanded to include less well-preserved craters to begin to quantify the effects of
post-impact modification.
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Figure 2. Statistics for Crater Floor and Crater Wall thermophysical units. Colored bars extend the full
thermal inertia range; circles are plotted at the mean value with 2-standard deviation error bars
(representing the majority of the distribution). In both units, changes in TI distributions appear to be
related to modification processes, either lowering and narrowing the thermal inertia distribution by
additional of lower TI material, or expanding the range of TI values by exposing more coherent material.
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Figure 1: Criteria used to define thermophysical map units, overlain on maps of craters Santa Fe and Zumba.

Results
Figure 3. Statistics for ejecta units. As in
Figure 2, bars indicate the full range of TI
values, circles are plotted at the mean
value with 2-standard deviation error
bars. Similar to the floor/wall units,
modification processes appear to
narrow/lower the distribution (likely by
addition of lower TI material) or widen
the range by exposing coherent material,
particularly in the lower TI distal “outer”
discontinuous facies.
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• Map units demonstrate changes in quantitative thermal inertia
(Figures 2 and 3) and extent (Figure 4) likely due to modification.
• Ranges of TI values in map units either narrow and become lower
or become wider and higher with modification.
• Narrower/lower distributions likely due to deposition of finer
grained, lower thermal inertia material
• Wider/higher distributions suggest exposure of more coherent
higher thermal inertia material.
• Thermally discontinuous units typically consist of a higher TI
inner facies with a more distant lower TI outer facies that can
extend beyond 10 crater radii from from the rim, even in craters
that are not considered “rayed” (e.g. Istok, Noord).
• Discontinuous units exhibit the most obvious effects of
modification and/or underlying topography (Figure 4).
• A single discontinuous unit with both higher and lower TI is
present in more modified craters, or when a significant
obstacle was present (e.g. Gasa, located inside a larger crater).
• The extent of lower TI outer discontinuous deposits decreases
with increasing modification, as expected as finer grained
material is most easily removed by ongoing aeolian
processes.
• More resistant inner discontinuous deposits appear to persist
longer, as craters with some modification have thermally
bright discontinuous ejecta but no mappable outer facies.
• Thermally continuous ejecta units are more resistant to
modification than discontinuous facies, but exhibit similar
changes in quantitative TI ranges when modified. Margins of
continuous units become less thermally distinct with addition of
finer material, while exposure of more coherent material makes
these units more thermally distinct.
• Crater floors and walls also exhibit changes in TI, although
craters mapped here are relatively well-preserved and may not
have experienced significant modification of these units.

Extent of Ejecta Deposits

Figure 4. Extents of mapped thermophysical units, normalized to crater radius.
Colored circles indicate the furthest extent of each mapped unit. More modified
craters are in the lowest row and demonstrate that differences in discontinuous
facies may be an indication of crater modification.

Conclusions
• Crater ejecta facies exhibit measurable thermophysical changes due
to post-emplacement modification.
• Further characterization of these deposits will focus on quantifying
the primary thermophysical characteristics of crater ejecta and
identifying changes likely to occur due to ongoing modification.

